PASSION

True to its strong Scandinavian design heritage, Passion is a classic and minimalist wool upholstery fabric with an underplayed extravagance and a contemporary colour twist. Made from an intricate blend of yarns in six different colours, the fabric is distinguished by its micro-geometric grid pattern, rich colour landscape and slightly irregular texture.

Add a stylish Nordic touch
From office chairs to lounge furniture, Passion is suitable for a variety of applications adding a stylish, Nordic touch to all types of designs. From a distance the fabric has a calm, muted look, while the fabric’s beautiful and vibrant colour play truly stands out up close and when applied to large surfaces.

Muted colourways
The colour palette contains 14 beautiful blends including a wide selection of warm and cold neutrals as well as more saturated colours. From timeless classics like grey and beige to contemporary brights, the colourways combine Nordic tones and pastels with contrasting darker colours to create its rich yet muted colour expression.

Excellent upholstery properties
Passion offers all the excellent, natural properties of wool including inherent flame retardancy, superior abrasion resistance and dirt and water repellence. With inherent stretch and elasticity, Passion is easy to use for upholstery and can be used for even complex shapes and forms.

Passion for the environment
Made from all-natural and rapidly renewable wool fibres with a long service life, Passion is the eco-friendly choice for all types of furniture and interiors. The fabric is STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® certified and carries the EU Ecolabel.

Tradition with a twist
With its vibrant colour landscape, wool fabric Passion gives a contemporary twist to the classic Nordic design tradition.